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titeralY a.,peets ol "Tropic
no’er," termed the neglected
,are in the publicity the
,as been receiving, was dist by Dr. Hans Guth, assoprofessor of English, yester.fl the fourth book talk of the
lit series.
eel guilty because I’m not
. to talk about those things
,spect," Dr. Guth warned the
of faculty and students
into rooms A and B of the
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industrialization :LS a vast tteadEvian. his exmill.
periences in Paris while following
"Miller’s escape from this dilem- this philosophy of neutrality.
ma is to disengage himself from
"Miller has some shocking charthe competitive world by a (teeter- acteristics in his book, but he is
not a sensationalist," Dr. Guth
claimed.
Farcical humor plays an important part in "Tropic of Cancer," although "some humor is on
the coarse, grotesque side," Dr.
Guth asserted.
"I don’t want to condemn or
commend the book, I want merely to discuss some interpretations
not going to talk about
of it," he pointed out.
Miller’s use of the English
either." he added.
xs

ribed Miller’s best
as "an anti -book against
. things and disturbed by
, things as were most authors
1930’s."
r. an ex-patriot who left
Paris’ Left
it to live on
:Ind vowed never to see
DR. HANS GUTH
,a again. wrote "Tropic of
.
. reviews "Tropic"
,1’’ in the early 1930’s.
,Ashed in America in 1961, ation of social and political IllS1.,ok has caused much con- trality," Dr. Guth explained.
RELATES EXPERIENCES
..’ over accusations of ohIn "Tropic of Cancer," Miller
-note of Miller’s book is a uses a free-flowing, spontaneous
,,ote condemnation of the arity of civilization. He at, anything unnatural, unreal
s.tentious, and criticizes the
...and of city life and modern

Air Force Officer
To Leave SJS Duty
For Air Academy
After four years of duty as
commandant of air ROTC cadets
and associate professor of air
science. at San Jose State, Major
William E. "Bill" Quinlan will join
the staff of the Air Force acridetny Aug. 1.
I Replacing the officer will be
Major (’h, h’ L. McCloskey jr.,

Young Democrats
Elect Officers;
Meeting Today

lassic

Film

Series
s

o Feature Milan
o Dual Showing
in \111,111, Vittorio De
fantasy, will be the feature
today’s classic films peasas. Co -feature is "The Overwith famed pantomimist
-] Marceau.
films will be shown at
Concert Ilall and again at 1
ii in Morris Dailey auditofairytale for adults," is De
,lescription of his film that
a simple boy who comes
ii a dove that works miracles.
:rade in Milan" has been
sd the grand prize at the
" Film festival, the Interne-I
Critics’ award and the New
film critics’ award for the
reign him of 1952.
film is in Italian with Eng-1
Overcoat" was the first
reach America featuring
7iimist Marceau. Poignant
:laical, it is the simple story
clerk who saves to get
least

abor Authority
o Speak Here

Lannia.ratic club elcciion of officers will take place today in
CH166 at 3:30 p.m., according to
Fred Branstetter, current Democratic club president.
At a nominating meeting last
Tuesday, Branstetter was nominated for a second term as club
president. "Nominations are still
open from the floor at today’s
meeting," said Branstetter, "so it’s
not a closed race."
Other nominations at Tuesday’s
meeting were: Fred Karlsen. Fran
Fertig, and Tom Bruneau, vice
president; Phyllis Pleger, Dave
Zucker, and Tom Bruneau, treasurer; Mavey Watson, secretary;
Jack Pockman and Jack Pflock,
representative to the ninth congressional district conference; Jess
Torres and Pete Pleger, representative to the Santa Clara county
Democratic council.

Need-A-Name
The Spartan Daily Need -AName contest, which is offering
$85 in prizes for a name for its
color supplement, ends today at
5 p.m.
Glenn Lutat, promotion manager
of Spartan Daily, said entries will
be judged on the basis of references to color, sports, fashions and
entertainment as well as how they
fit manes of other campus publicat ions.
Contest entry blanks found on
page :3 may be turned in at the
Spartan bookstore ballot box.

MAJ.

WILLIAM E. QUINLAN
... leaves for Academy

whose last duty station was in
Japan. Major McCloskey will en
roll in the Academic Instructor
course at Maxwell AFB, Montgomery, Ala., prior to assuming
duties at SJS.
In his four years in San Jose,
Major Quinlan has seen his family
grow by two. His wife, Wanda,
gave birth to Peggy, 18 months,
and Casey, two months. The major
has two older daughters, Mary
Elizabeth, a Notre Dame high
school student, and Colleen, who
attends Ste. Clair’s school in Santa
Clara,
Major Quinlan, in his off-time,
voluntarily helped coach the linemen on the Spartan varsity, and
found time to take an extra six
units toward a master’s degree in
physical education which he hopes
to complete here in June.
The major is a 1948 graduate
of the University of Wyoming.

,ii orlil Affairs" will
title of a speech given by
’ S. Blanchard, deputy dithe Washington branch
i,f the International
Labor
/soon, when he speaks
in
’,night at 7.
Hullo’s speech is
!SPACE EFFORT POSSIBLE
1:1 ...!,1.%,N I
being
’it by the SJS Industrial
MOSCOW (UPI) Premier Nikita Khrushchev said yesterday
Is and Personnel
the United States in exploring space,
Manage- Russia is ready to work with
but he added the "realistic" condition that full cooperation must
" in Nebraska in 1915, await a disarmament agreement. The Soviet premier, in a note
has been with the ILO to President Kennedy, suggested that a first step could be made
tsirs. lie has specialized in with a pact for joint rescue operations for astronauts forced to make
labor problems at im- an emergency landing on return to earth.
ivorld conferences as well
ALLIES, REDS UsE BERLIN AIRLANES
’"fitly attending the 14th
BERLIN (UPI) -Russian and Allied military transport planes
r,f the United
Nations gen- flew the Berlin air corridors at the same altitudes yesterday but
, emble
informed sources said no incidents developed. The Russians sent
eight planes on round trips through the Berlin -Hamburg and BerlinHanover airlanes but they stayed about 1000 feet tinder the Corn
mercial aircraft altitudes.
NATIONS DEADLOCK OVER KEY IsSUES
The 17 -nation (Its:inn:intent conference entered
GENEVA I UPI
"SPY V: ill Is,
shown at 7 its second week yesterday, deadlocked on all key issuett and with no
in ’11155.
immediate breakthrough in sight. Neither the full-dress conference
excitement of nor the off-stage ministerial talks have been alts’ to mark any adgambling tables vance on Berlin settlement, a nuclear test ban accord, or an agreed
lie setting for a riarUtg; approach to disarmament. Even if the Berlin and test ban talks fail
’mplierited robbery of the: altogether here, the disarmament negotiations for global or partial
.f ri gambling
agreements will continue.
casino.
I

world wire
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0
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r. Guth Talk Spotlights Constitutional
Changes Go
iterary Side of ’Tropic’ To Polls Today
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IConcern About Civil Obedience
Discussed by Dr. Goldworth

ew Time, Place
Or Friday Flick

Two constitutional amendments
Calling for lowering the percentage of ASH signatures needed on
petitions asking for student government action, and a third to reset the time allowed for freshman
elections go before the students
today and tomorrow in a special
election.
Polls, located in front of the
cafeteria, will be open from 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. both days.
LOWER PERCENTAGES
Fall semester executive secretary Everett Avila proposed that
the constitution be amended to allow students to call is special election with a petition beating the
signatures of 10 per cent of the
ASB instead of the presently re,luired 15 per cent.
His second amendment proposal
called for allowance of an initiative measure to be placed before
the ASB, after being requested by
a petition signed by 10 per cent
of the Associated Student Body.
The constitution now requires
signatures of 15 per cent of the
ASB for such an action.
Avila indicated that these
changes would bring the percentage for initiative and recall to a
"more practical level," making the
student government more responsive to the wishes of the students.
RE-SET ELECTION
Sophomore representative Bill
Erdman introduced the third measure, to hold the elections of executive officers and Student Council
I embers, except for freshmen,
r, "not later than six weeks and not
I earlier than eight weeks from the
end of the spring semester."
The present constitution sets
these elections at between four
and six weeks from the end of
the semester.
Erdman’s proposal also calls for
the installation of newly elected
officers within 10 clays after election instead of the present 10
days before the last day of classes,

professor of philosophy, spoke yesterday in rooms A and B of the
cafeteria concerning the question
of civil obedience.
"There are very good reasons
For obeying the laws of the land,"
he said. "The obeying of these
laws of the land makes for political stability and cohesiveness
necessary for the state to effectively carry mast its aims," the
philosophy professor said.
"But suppose the aims of the
state lead to war. --a war that
would destroy the state. What
do you do then?" Dr. Goldworth
asked.
’PROBING SPESX’H’
Dr. Goldworth, who raised the
question in his speech, "Political
Obligations in a Thermonuclear
Age," declined to attempt to answer the question. He called it
a "probing" rather than a "definitive" speech.
Using the arguments that Socrates used more than 2000 years
ago, when he declined to escape
from jail, Dr. Goldworth said that
the relationship between the indi-

Ili, state M a einitiact tia I one.
He listed three reasons of Socrates for remaining in jail: that
I if the laws of the state were (Iasi
:obeyed the state would be over-

,A lien one reached maturity, One
could leave the state.
Taking the points in reverse
Forster, Dr. Goldworth stated first,
, if we have obligations to obey
the state then we also have rights.
Secondly. there are times when
I the child dues have the right to
!return evil. Such a time, he said.
’would be when the father I state)
acts in an insane manner and when
he does evil to innocent people.
!Thirdly, the argument of the state
I being overturned Is relative to the
lextent of disobedience.

MODERN STATE
1 "The modern state is not en, dangered by a few law breakers."
!Professor Goldworth stated.
Dr. Goldworth said he brought
out this reasoning of Socrates because it dramatically reveals the
price one may pay for his political
obligations. "By political obligation. I mean obeying the laws of
the land," he explained.
"Suppose a state had bad laws
DR. AMNON GOLDWORTH
. . . TASC speaker that were a profound threat to
the state," the philosophy proturned, that the state was like: fessor said. "Is one right to ada father and that the child could, here to his political obligation to
not return evil for evil, and that obey the laws of the land, or is
one right not to obey the laws
of the land?," he asked. "In either
case," Dr. Goldworth explained,
"the state is threatened."
When asked from the audience,
, who is to determine if the policy
R
;.y.f.orithhe sta,wteerisedsu.i.cyidoaul.:,D.T.Goo:dn:
uhng
Departments
dividual must determine this with
An act to establish ASB depart- commending .1
,.:1111, tor the his good sense and intelligence,"
meats which would govern cam- selection of all student govern- he stated.
pus committees was passed yester- ment appointive positions. The: "I don’t think the United States
day by Student Council.
move, according to junior repre- is in this hopeless position yet,"
Introduced by sophomore repre- sentative Steve Larson, is aimed Professor Goldworth said,
sentative Bill Erdman, the act pro- at smoothing out the process
ocess of
vides that committees of similar ASB appointments which has Is. .
functions be divided into depart- one of Council’s major trout,
ments under direct supervision of spots this year.
directors appointed and governed
The directive was introduced by
by the ASB executive secretary. Larson and freshman representaCouncil gave the move a go- tive Bob Pisano. Larson said the
ahead by a 9-0 vote with senior Executive Council program will
representative Ron Birchard ab- come before Student Council two, Fiesiimin
elections will be
staining.
weeks after the spring elections, held today and tomorrow from
Departments, Erdman feels, will
STUDENT SAFETY MONTH
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in front of
bring more orderly supervision of
In other meeting business Coon- i the cafeteria,
the ASB committee system, in- cil went on record yesterday as
Voting will be held in conjtmccrease the committees’ efficiency, favoring the designation of April; tion with the special election
and aid the executive secretary in as student safety month and di- I called for the approval of a conhis constitutional duties.
rected the campus problems corn- stitutional amendment, according
SET UP DEPARTMENTS
mince to put the plan into effect, to Skip Morello, ASB election
Under the new act, the execuRepresentative Bill
Erdman, board chairman.
tive secretary is responsible for who introduced the plan, said stu-I All students may vote on the
setting up the departments and for dents will campaign on campus to amendment issue, but class elecappointing department directors. promote student safety, particu- tion.s will be limited to the freshHis appointments are subject to !arty on streets. Erdman told the men,
the approval of Student Council. group that local merchants, at the
Running unopposed for their ofCouncil also approved a legisla- request of students, have agreed I flees are Jack Perkins, president:
tive directive telling Executive to sell high quality safety belts to, Franey Gallaher, secretary, and
Council to draw up a program re- I SJS students at half price.
Angela Kiichi, treasurer. All are
I sponsored by SPUR.
’ The vice presidency ’uteri two
candidates, Larry Ferrari, sponsored by SPUR, and Carole PeloI quirt.
Freshman class officers, unlike
those of any other class, are elect,d semesterly rather than annualy. NtorelIo said
1362 and the local organization of pay superior salaries," the
the ACSCP are involved,
committee concluded. "The AC’s,
AGAINST PAY INCREASE
proposal for a 1212 per cent inArguments against any pay in- crease is modest in view of the recrease over 5 per cent come from quirements for an acceptable sys:-eshman Camp
Signups
Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s admints-1 tem of higher education in Calicounselor interviews will begin
tration, whose experts forecast fi- fornia."
nancial disaster and an unbalanced
The AFT report, which recent- Monday and will extend through
state budget from increases above mends a 10 per cent salary in- Monday, April 2. according to
crease for college professors, out- Janet Constantino, publicity chairthat level,
The professional organizations lines problems similar to those man for the committee.
Freshman Camp will be held
answer that the State of Cantor- mentioned by the ACSCP,
Sept. 7-9 at Asilomar in Monterey.
nia will have to bear salary inTOPS IN 1939
It is designed to orient freshcreases to avoid a drop in the qual"In 1939 a full professor’s salary
ity of education.
was among the top 2 per cent of men to San Jose State through
"California state colleges are ex- wages and salaries in the United discsmion groups and recreational
and social activities.
periencing unprecedented enroll - States." the AFT states,
Application blanks will be availmeat increases, far above the naAccording to the report, profestional average," the ACSCP states sec’s salaries have risen only .7.2’ able in the College Union, where
in its report, distributed to each per cent, compared to a TT per students may also arrange for interview appointments.
legislator in Sacramento.
cent increase in the real weekly
Applications must include pieFACULTY IMPORTED
wage of factory workers.
lures of prospective counselors.
"The state colleges are hiring a
The AFT resolution, also dismajority of new faculty members tributed in Sacramento, noted ag- This is. for identification purposes
from out-of-state, competing with gressive programs by private col- during counselor candidate seleccolleges across the nation for the leges and universities for raising tion, Miss Constantino explained.
Interviews will be held on April
few qualified personnel available. salaries and benefits for em4, 5, 6 and S.
"Because of poor salary induce- ployees.
col-ments, the California state col
leges are not competing effective- yfir
11 II IIII
11,
ly for new faculty.
"The result is a lower quality of
education for California college
students," the ACSCP committee
IIFathers and Sons,
charges.
Al Alves, Republican candii
novel that ewaayed the
The ACSCP report also points to for the 25th assembly district
11.211.1WPr to man’s raison
figures that show the state col - mary race, will speak to the
d’etro. However, once
leges are rapidly losing professors Young Republican club today .e
you’ve seen R/A’s all already hired. These men are go-13:30 p.m. in rooms A and B
tht
wool sweaters In solid
ing to other colleges or to private cafeteria, according to Bill Polcolors and neat white
Industry, the ECSCP says.
lacek, YR vice president.
stripe+ at 11.93, you’ll
A common laborer, according
Alves’ opponent in the Repub.
find no reason to questo the ACSCP, often makes more lican primary. Charles BOWI‘I’
tion their being. And
money than an assistant pro- spoke to the group last week.
you’ll see them both on
fessor, and a top-grade electrician
fathers and sons.
Alves will speak about his quail.
often makes more than a full pro- fications and give his platform
fessor.
according to Pollacek. Alves, a 0
"The only possible way for the San Jose car dealer, is past presiROOS
state colleges to compete to gain dent of the Santa Clara Chamber
professors for our schools is to of Commerce,
IN SAN JOSE

ouncil Act Initiates

Freshman Ballo ting
For Class Officers
Today Tomorrow

Legislators Begin Salary Studies
To Determine Professors Worth
What’s the worth of a college
professor?
Whatever it is, he should be
worth more, according to professors’ professional organizations.
Administrators in Sacramento
who formulate the state college
budgets agree to the principle of
a pay raise, suggesting a 5 per
cent salary increase for all state
employees.
The college professor deserves
a salary raise of 12.5 per cent, asserts the Association of California
State College Professors.
A 10 per cent pay hike has been
suggested by members of the California State Federation of Teachers.

JUDGED TODAY
The arguments for and against
these salary proposals will be
judged today in Sacramento by
members of the assembly ways
and means committee.
The committee will then recommend to the assembly and senate
what the salaries of state employees should he next year, and the
recommendations will include a
judgment about professors’ pay
raises.
"Inadequate salaries are the predominant cause of a crisis in the
California state colleges," the Association of State College Professors argues in a report submitted
to legislators.
"Poor salaries have forced the
college professors to subsidize the
education of students by increased
work loads," charges the California
Stale Federation of Teachers, in
Its report to Sacramento.
Members of the two professional organizations are backing their
state officers’ stands with letters,
telegrams and resolutions to Sacramento.
At San Jose State, FTA Loyal

Signups To Begin
For Frosh Camp

s Hear
ear Alves, k
Assembly Aspirant
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Thrust and Parry

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Editorial

Value in Errors

’Time To Call
For Moratorium’

Perhaps the greatest opportunity that is ours in attending
college. is that of making errors. An error. if properly corrected,
g experience.
is a most saluable way of g
When we enter our chosen fields after graduation. we will
h through the theoretical as
be expected to lune learned
well as practical aspects of college training.
what can we offer an emploser if all we do at school is attend classes, turn in outside assigmnents, go to parties, and get
four years older?
Yet. how many remain silent when an instructor throws a
general question to the class? Have you heard these? "I don’t
want to make a fool of myself by giving the wrong answer."
Have we ever taken a lab course where we allow one ambitious
student to perform the experiment, and then we "borrow" his
answer for the empty space in our lab manual?
In certain professions. namely, engineering, every major
decision for a go-ahead on a new project is prefaced by a long
discussion session where technical problems are presented by
experts in one particular phase of the problem.
You say, "I’m not going to be an engineer." Fine. A brief
glance at the schedule of courses will tell how many seminars
are open in how many fields. These are not just listening sessions. These are sharing exercises designed to help you learn all
phases of a particular issue.
There is ample opportunity at SJS to make mistakes. The
student who joins a fraternity, an extra curricular service organization. who takes an ASH post or serves as an officer in his
church group. is maximizing his opportunities to learn by error
in his college career.
Things do not always run smoothly, especially when a group
of ambitious leaders tr to las out a problem. For there, men
are encountered who base made plenty of mistakes, but who
have capitalized on them.
Let us hope we are not the one who fails to enter a discussion because we are afraid of what our peers will say.
Is problem solving any more than overcoming errors and
arriving at the proper answer? The day is coming when our
judgments will be sought by those whom we are expected to
lead. How can we lead when there is a doubt in our mind that
we still harbor a fear of making an error?
T.B.
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Geneva Discussions Prove
Fears Still Outweigh Faith
ity PIM. NEWSOM
CPI Foreign News Analyst
PARISIf the so far fruitless
discussions of Geneva prove
anything, it is that man’s fears
still far outweigh his faith.
At Geneva, men of East and
West argue from fixed positions
over control of nuclear weapons
weapons which already may be

obsolete.
In a war in which mass destruction is to be used, other
weapons, such as chemical or
bacteriological, may prove more
efficient.
In the more immediate future,
the mere knowledge that each
side possesses massive retaliatory power mitigates against the
use of nuclear weapons employed only twice in the war
against Japan and never used
in any of the smaller wars which
have followed.
In the arguments presented by
his delegates at Geneva, Nikita
Khrushchev leans heavily upon
faith.
WEST MUST GIVE
But it is a faith which the
Western Allies must give but not
receive.
He holds that an iron-clad inspection system of disarmament
simply would put Western spies

inside So \ 1,1 borders.
The West, he says, must have
faith in Soviet sincerity.
As Western colonial empires
have dwindled and all but disappeared and a new Soviet colonialism has grown, the West
has offered many examples of
good faith.
In the years since World War
in the neighborhood of a billion people in these former Western empires have received their
independence.
MILLIONS ENSLAVED
But this is not the kind of
faith Khrushchev can afford.
Otherwise he would be required
to answer for the millions of
Eastern Europe and Asia for
whom there is no hope of independence tinder communism.
The West offered good faith in
Korea. Germany and Southwest
Asia only to suffer the disappointment of hard reality.
To have faith in Khrushchev
it first would be necessary that
he renounce communism.
For it is written in the Communist philosophy that to conquer an enemy, he first must be
disarmed and it must be acsible. Thus the - Soviet Union
complished without war if posfirst took over Hungary.
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Editor:
The letter by Brent Davis,
looking forward to "the opportunity to learn how much and
how little our faculty citizens
know about our freedoms, their
inherent responsibilities and
their destruction," suggests to
me that it is perhaps time to
call for a moratorium on gratuitous insults to the faculties
of our state colleges,
personally, at least, am getting fed up.
Hardly a day goes by without
some self-righteous ignoramous
spreading insinuations about
people who are morally and intellectually his superiors. A
little study of recent history
would convince Mr. Davis that
wherever mass burial pits have
been used, they have been run
by self-proclaimed hyper-patriots, to the furious waving of
flags and shouting of patriotic
slogans.
The reason the liberal is disturbed by this memory is that
traditionally he has been among
the first to be dumped into the
pit. When the uniformed thugs
come to get him, it makes precious little difference whether,
to use the symbolism of George
Orwell’s anti-Communist classic,
"Animal Farm," they are pigs
pretending to be men or men
acting like pigs. The bleating of
the sheep remains ever the
same: "Four legs good, two legs
Hans P. Guth
Associate Professor of English

Letter to McDonald
Continued by Writer
Editor:
(Continued from Yesterday)
I realize that you, as a Christian, adhere to the personal belief that all non-Christians are
doomed to Hell anyway, and that
life on earth is of necessity a
vale of suffering and tears.
This may explain your lack
of consideration and respect toward humanity. But I beg of
you not to foist your beliefs and
their consequences upon those
of us who value our lives.
If you wish to undergo the
horrors described above tin yesterday’s letter), go it alone and
leave us out of it.
I actually believe that the
majority of the world’s population wants peace, If, as you say,
it must come to the ultimate decision of war or surrender, let
us surrender. Even if we are
attacked first, I believe that we
must not retaliate. A nuclear
war would be unlike any other
war; it would he racial suicide,

124 E. Son Fernando
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Nobody Is

Fit for a Queen

"Just Naturally"

Meet regal Pat Weaver. America’s National College Queen.
She and her court of Regional College Queens chose ten
beautiful rings from Artcarved’s award-winning designs.
Somewhere among them, or among other Artcarved traditional and modern designs, you will had the ring of your
heart’s desire.
Ask your Artcarved jeweler, listed below, to explain all
the other reasons for choosing a beautiful Artcarved dia.
mondits 100-year quality reputation, superb color and
cutting. plus the famous Artcarved Permanent Value Plan.

the world’s strongest proof of guaranteed diamond value.
Learn why you’ll be prouder with an Artcarvedt

Ar t c arve d
DIAMOND AND .vEDOING RINGS

Two of the
lovely designs
chosen by America’s
College Oueens.
From $100.

rip Get your National College Queen Contest
entry for yourself or your candidate at:
mosa
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BALD
Some people put off seeing a dentist
until a diseased tooth starts jumping up
S. I. TUROFF, DIRECTOR and down! Similarly, some people never
Scalp Special,st
think of saving their hair until it is
Director
virtually gone! Baldness is definitely a
Turoff California Clinics
tragedy
because hair plays such a very
* Years of experience!
part in your appearance.
important
* No experiments!
When
your
hair falls abnormally YOU
* Quick relief from
NEED professional help! Amateurs or
scalp worries!
* Visible benefits!
cure-all remedies will not do!
* Reasonable fees!
We hare pioneered in hair research and for
many years we’ve enjoyed an enviable ethical
* Day or Evening
record in our specialty, because we accept only
Appointments to
cases which we know in advance (after intensive
suit you!
enolysis) will respond to our exclusive method.
* Separate departCome in without appointment for a FREE end
ments for ladies!
Thorough Exemination.
Hours: Daily, II a.m.-11 In. Sat to a
p in Closed Wednesday

THE
7IR
HAIR & SCALP CL

4.V.LO__RNSA1 LEANN HAIR SPISJAWS
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Gem Applications
Are Available Now
Gem scholarship applications
are now available in the office
of the dean of students. Scholar
,hips totaling 65000 will be
awarded to students who are
members, or whose parents are
members of the Gem department
store.
Scholarships will be awarded
on the basis of financial need.
,scholarship and character, according to Don Ryan. assistant
to the dean of students.
A $1000 scholarship, two 6750
and four $500 scholarships will
be awarded. Further information
may be obtained in the office of
I he dean of students, Adm269.
-

YR’s Vice President
Seeks End of ’Mess’
Editor:
Last Friday, while waiting for
one of my classes, a student, who
also was in the same class, asked
me if I had heard about the
Young Republicans on campus.
As vice president of the SJS
Young Republicans, I was very
much interested but did not reveal my identity.
This student went on in great
lengths to tell me that the
Young Republicans are the local
John Birch society on campus.
We were the ultra -conservative
organization on campus that was
responsible for the classroom
auditing. We were Admiral Carmick’s spies in classes, etc. I
would like to say here and now
that every one of these assertions is a lie.
I asked this student where he

MUN Application
Deadline Today
Applications tor four secretariat
positions on the 1963 Model United Nations session at San Jose
State close today in the College
Union.
Bob Pisano, executive assistant
of the recent MUN regional institute at SJS. said that students
may apply for positions of undersecretaries for social and special
events, secretarial services, special
events and publications until 4
p.m. today.
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jos*, California, under the act of March 3, 1879. Mem
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and it is our duty :is moral beings to avert such a disaster
even at the cost of our freedom.
Not only do I not want to be
cremated. I do not want to have
on my conscience the destruction
of innocent civilian populations
of countries whose cultures I
value as highly as my own.
George Washington and the
boys at Valley Forge bear no
relation to our problem. When
they fought their little war, they
did not expect to annihilate or
drive back to savagery the populations of five continents.
(To Be Continued)
Page Brownton
ASH 7220

Abe’s

Instructions to

275 South First Street

CY 5-0567

Bill PoUacek
ASB 11784

Double Edge Razor Blade
Finest Surgical Steel honed in
Full money back guarantee. 2830t.
100-85e, 20011.50, 500.0.30. 1000.
KM Postpaid Packed 5 blades la
package, 20 packages to colon.
C.O.D. orders accepted. Postcard
brings general merchandise at..
log.
TAYLOR PRODUCTS CO.
17 Overlook Rd Chatham, N.J.
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"Keep Cool
with Koret
Karat Its
Keep cool and crisp with 65% 10:,0
Spring in coordinates of.
7..0,
roes Polystor, 35% tomb"
/Ws
by Greenwood. Added a sP,!:,
have
Korot coordinates resistant,
UN1SEC* wrinkle
el’ ,71"11.1ini,
repellent finish. Hand
mulnIgh
washable. Colors in yelleu.C.0
sunburst
chamois, and
110141114001’
in today and see Our
bastion of Korot sportswear.

Cialfornia topover, $7.95
$5.91
Cord Pocket burmudes.

Grant

there won’t be any hard feelings after Bob surrenders
to you at Appomattox, take him out to lunch at TICO’S
TACOS and buy him one of those Special Combinations for
only 89c.

1)(1 rint Kt 3
2(Jt) South I..rst Mr
Street
42 South First
San

CY 8-4630
Hours: Daily, 11 a.m. 8 p.m.; Sat., 10 a.m. - 3 p In
NO APPT. NEEDED
THURS. 4 PM.- 8 P.M.
SAN JOSE: 28 No. 1st St. (300 Commercial Bldg.)

had heard this. Be
stated that
two at his friends had
and that they had heardtold am
it hum
several other people.
It seems
to
me that a rival
organization 11
trying to smear us with
a
wt,s.
pering campaign.
First, there was the
pink slim
stating that an informal
recel
tion for Joseph Shell.
P,estm,,
lican candidate for
govern,A.
would be held in
(1121),Stti
men’s room. Now we hare thz
whispering cartmaign.
It
like a rival organization look,
to destroy the Young IS hht
Repub.
cans.
I would like to know
who
started this campaign to fimear
us. If the charges are
true, Why
don’t you state them in
I know why the chargespubis
cant
be brought into the opes_they
are false. I already have a
fairly
good idea what organization
behind this, but more
proof 3
required.
If anyone has heard
this from
a member of another
organization, I would like to know
about
it. Maybe we can clean up
thls
mess once and for all.
Our organization and ideal
have been blasted by leftwing
liberal professors. Now we
hare
to face this whispering
cam.
paign. We have been pushed
around by a lot of hot -aired pro.
tensors and by an orcnn
that lines up with the
party.
I believe it’s time they p:’
end to these types of Tann
Hall tactics. This may be
way you win elections in I -..
eago, but you surely won’t 0$
any elections here with asI
tactics. I say it’s time for every
Republican on this campus t
stand up and be counted.

Tico’s Tacos
4% and St. James
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Student Discount
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Plan
Lay- 410)
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Competition for Grades Set Designer for ’Chalk Garden I Thu, a:0. n
Women’s Faculty club
Bonanza for Publishers Discusses Required Ingredients
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B) LEROY POPE
NEW YORK i UPI I The terrific competition among icen-agens
. make good grades so they can get into college ha.s created a
encyclopedia publishers.
:coma for
Mother and dad think nothing of spending a couple of hundred on
a 20-volume encyclopedia if it will increase Junior’s or Judy’s
chancesf getting that all-inmortant 13-plus average in high school,
the publisheis explain.

Ticket Sale Begins
For Ricci Concert

There are other reasons for
the skyrocketing of encyclopedia sales from $106 million in
1952 to about $.330 million last
yeas - general prosperity and rising adult interest in literature.
But the ruggedness of the
school
curriculum,
the
new
teaching methods requiring so
much individual research outside
the textbooks, and the crowding
in the libraries are the big Inincentives to home purchase of
encyclopedias,

Tickets to the March 2ii con gem of internationally known
Ricci go on
violinist Ruggiero
sae to the public today. Stufree tickdents may still obtain
Affairs busietc in the Student
ness office. TH16. as long as
here are any left.
Ticket holders to the perfmmance will he admitted first,
according to Ric Trimillos, chairman of llw ASB’s Spartan Programs commit tee.
The concert will be held in
Morris Dailey auditorium at
815 pin under the auspices

The
"Encyclopedia
Britannica," which has belonged in the
past to such contrasting owners
as Sears, Roebuck and co, and
the University of Chicago, is No.
1 in the business with sales last
year of $104.6 million.

ASIT

fft

"Encyclopedia Americana," of
which ex -President Dwight D.
Eisenhowet is the new chairman
of the Editorial Advisory board,
also has a sales increase, although the company doesn’t publish salcs fit4111,S.

TWISTIN PARTY
(and DANCE)
Presented by
OMEGA PSI PHI

Asso6.ted Student

FRATERNITY

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
oresen.s

SAT., MARCH 24

Dr. Robert Hutchins

9:30 P.M. - 1:30 A.M.
Oh

"Basic Issues of a Free
Society"

Son Jose Women’s Club
8:30 per.

Friday, March 23
75 South 111h St. (S.J.)
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FOLKSONG CONCERT
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE FOLKSONG CLUB
Pre;ents

PAT FOSTER

TS’ Co.
Mom, N.J.

Singing Ballads and Blues
with

AL MERIAN as accompanist
a
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IL) CHRIS HEADINGS
It takes more than a barrel
of nails, tools, batten frames and
muslin to make a good setting
for a play, according tie Wendell
J. Johnson, professor of drama
and designer of the current
Speech and Drama production.
"Chalk Garden."
It &so takes a knowledge of
the people supposedly living
there and a background on the
culture and architecture of the
locale in which the play occurs.
This calls for a lot of research
and. preferably, some personal

Spa Pia-

CHALLBERG
Society Editor

As spring semester hurtles through the weeks, the Greeks and
independents alike are filling the days with numerous planned and
spontaneous activities.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
New pledge officers for the fraternity are Dave Griffel, president; Joel Stinchfield, vice president; Jim Bullitt, secretary-times utter, and Tom Murphy, social -athletic chairman.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
At a recent Interfraternity Council meeting, the fraternity’s
fall semester pledges, for the second time in it row, won the IFC
help week trophy for having the most constructive help week activity. The pledges cleaned up their three houses and also painted rooms
cit a local orphanage.
Officers for Sigma Phi Epsilon are Chuck Osier. president; Pete
McGrath, vice president; Rich Corby, comptroller; Bill Witt, recorder; Nick Ferentinos, historian, and Roy Barbetti. pledge trainer.
The brothers are planning a dinner for the final queen candidates in the fraternity Queen of Hearts contest. Attending will he
Elane Brinker, Peggy lanike, Angela Kiichli, Kathy Maddern, Pam
Carleton, Margie Bursch, Sue Davies, Towne Albertson. Gloria Ferrari, Norma McCarey, Linda Burkinshaw and Judy Farrell.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Finalists in the sorority’s Favorite Guy contest were treated to
a dinner given by the sisters last Monday night. Aspirants lor the
title are Gary Hendricks, Alpha Tau Omega; Carlos- Anglin, Phi
Sigma Kappa; Denny Olson, Sigma Chi, ;Ind Tom Truax and Gary
Ransom, Theta Chi.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity selected and serenaded Barbara
Jelleti, Alpha Chi Omega sister, as a new member of the Daughters
of Minerva.
Jeri Rothschild and Sue Jordan are the carnation girls for the
month of March.
DELTA ZETA
Comfort and delectable cuisine went hand in hand at the sorority scholarship dinner last Monday night. Sisters who finished last
semester with a 3.0 grade point average or higher were entitled to
wear "grubbies" and were served steak. The forlorn sisters with
GPAs under ’2.0 adorned themselves in cocktail dresses and accepted
supper of beans.
SIGMA (MI
The fraternity’s semi-formal spring plistc dance will be helrl
ss.rtorrhay Dorn 9 p.m. to I a.m. at Adobe Creek Lodge in the Los
Altos hills.
Spring initiates of the fraternity are Dave Distaff, Mike Cook,
;sib West. Steve Chen, Jim Blinn, Doug Hook. Kim Allender, Ron
.-aeininger. Mark McManus, Bob Himel, Derry King, Bob Martin, Ed
Gary Greathouse, Ed Buchanan, Lee Howell, Mike Ryan,
!,t Frcit as and Chuck Grehmeier.
offices for the act m’s’s are now being held by Joint Git’ffilltiis.
president; Bob Olson, vice president; Gary Olimpia secretary; Gary
Greathouse, treasurer, and Carl Harris, corresponding secretary.
Semi-finalists for the Sigma Chi Sweetheart are Sally Page,
Itelta Gamma; Lisa Phelan, Kappa Alpha Theta; Karen ( %cabals.
and Janet Berlina Alpha Phi; Phyllis Smith, Alpha Chi Omega;
Karen Birlenbach, Chi Omega, and Honey Wade, Gamma Phi Beta.
The formal overnight dance is scheduled for April ’28 ’weekend al
Seigler Springs resort in Lake county.

Ajemian Sisters
To Present Recital
The Ajemian sisters, who have
the
min
honors
I hroughout
maid for their performances on
he violin and piano, will pre-s nt a duo recital at 3 p.m. Sunday at Villa Montalto, Saratoga
public arts renter.

Ceramics Display
At Scripps College

Now
Big Auto
Insurance Saltines Announced
and rnuried men over
21: $75 less III dividend, or net
of US (based on currant 17 per
cent dividend) Sinql men under
25: $23.2 less 543 dividend. or a net
of $201.
110/20.000 Bodily Injury Liability: $5.000
Property Da.neu. and $500 Marsisal
at an,.,
Payments. Other c
Prable savings. Payments can be
mad* once, trice or four times
Tea, Call or write for Intl info,
mation to George If. Campbell,
SM Menlo Avenue. Sunn,ale,
Moen, 1.1741 fday S nit./

The actual construction of settings for SJS productions is done
hy Johnson’s students in a lah.
oratory located directly behind
the stage of College Theater. It
is in this big harn-like room that
stage drawings are interpreted
into "flats."
A setting’s effect owes much
to the stage lighting. Seen under
normal over-head lights, the setting of "Chalk Garden" [oaks
quite shabby and drab. Such I.
not the case when. during ice turd production of the play, students in a lighting class weak
their magic and transform the
shabby to something which appears used but in good taste.
All stage crews for campus
plays are rompletely student
centered, according to JohrLson.
Lighting is worked out in a etas,
taught by Kenneth It. Dorsi,
assistant professor of drama.
Costumes are the work of students of Miss Berncice E. Pi isk.
associate professor of drama.
"Chalk Garden," an English
comedy by Enid Bagnold. suIt
roMplete its inin Saturday ii0o.
Tiekels to the 8:15 p.m. Colleva
Theater performances are available at the box office at 50 vents
for students and $1 general admission. There are a limited
number of single seats left for
tomoirOW oust :;11111,hy
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San Jose
Beauty College
ISO S. SECOND
CY 8.4388

Weekend Special!
Delicious Burger Basket with potato chips.
Counter service and or self-service.

******

19
476
S. lath

psi Sr v

"on,

K & G Kitchen

at
William

CY 7-0920

The Spartan Daily’s new color edition is just o
d the
corner It will be here on April elth. There is only one minor
detail ... it doesn’t hove a name! That’s where you coine in.
The Spartan Daily wants your help in selecting a name for
its color magazine section. Not just any name mind you, but
a clever. original. hord.hitting colorful name.

CONTEST DATE:

March 12 through 22 [inclusive/

HOW TO ENTER:

Clip the entry blank below and fiii
If out completely. then drop it in
the COLOR CONTEST BOX IN THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

WHO CAN ENTER:

All S.J.S. student body members,
except Spartan Doily staff members,
All faculty members. except Journalism and Advertising faculty
All employees of S.J.S.

NAME LIMITATION:

The winning names will be selected
on the basis of originality and how
they fit in with the names of ether
S.J.S. publications s c Ii as, La
Torre, tyke, Spartan Daily, etc

CONTEST JUDGES:

Mr. Alvin Long, President of Long
Advertising Inc.. San Jose Advertising agency.
Mr. Robert Hickey, Sunday Editor.
San Jose MercuryNews.
Mr. Brent Davis, President, ASS.
Son Jose State.

PRIZES:

$50.00 First Prise
US 00 Second Prix,
$10.00 Third Prize

WINNERS.

Winners names will br published
in the Spartan Daily on the date
of the Color Edition, April Ith.

ENTRY BLANK
My Name for the Spartan Daily
Color Magazine Section Is:

AND

I lappv Hour
K:011- 9 1K)

15c
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III - AWFUL
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7.1
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8 p.m. daily.
Closed
Wed.
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IN RESPECTABLE
ATMOSPHERE

Al., ,r MOCHA! ’I.,.

Open
TO o.to. to

ENTER THE SPARTAN DAILY
NEED-A -NAME CONTEST

.

DANCING

,Mill dO0a6AIMIA GANA

Remember, the burr school
gives the best awning

Won,.n

Sound interesting? Join the Need-ceName contest. Here’s how:

114.110111LS
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72 S. FIRST ST.
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csinornics.
,:Durrett ,will be guest speaker at the Women’s Faculty club tratel tea this
afternoon in HF.I.
Following the 3-9 p.m. tea in HEI. listeners anti speakers Will
move to 11E5 for the talk and showing of slides by Dr. Durrett, who
was In India from 1959-1961.
Professor Durrett was on assignment during the two years
Under the direction of the International Cooperation administratain, part of the United
States foreign aitl program. As
a member of the University of
Tennessee home science team.
she traveled in India as a consultant in the child developJames Lovera, assistant proment field.
fessor of art, is currently &sThe team, which consisted of
playing samples of his work in
eight experts in related fields.
ceramics at the 18th annual
was contiarted by the Indian
Seripps
Ceramic
Insitational
government to implement variexhibit, at Scripps college in
ous Indian programs.
(list emont.
Dr. ILurrett traveled to most
The eeramic display will run
of the Indian women’s colleges
for the entire month of March.
and universities during her asLotera said that the Scripps
,41grunent tour.
show acquires exhibits that
- ------display current trends in cc
mimics and new methods in the
Ow wormed etyflots
design and laie of pottery.
ors as derownd WI
Included in Lovera’s exhibit
Piece OuT graduates
are three brightly-glazed earthill too oosifions is
the
etvlior Gold.
enware pieces, in addition to sevThar* ars will.osid
eral stoneware works.
sobs rith pion+, el
moons for edvener
Lovera said that the Scripps
orient Cell for irLer,
exhibit draws displays horn all
arat,oa
b00 euer
over the country.
utedr
feechiftes
reeshod.
He added that about three
dozen potters are repiesented Ill
the current Scripps showim
Information Available

-LTALAKVANPAARUEMa
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THE INNOCENTS

Working drawings for the setting were designed by Johnson
last semester. However, it is
usual for designs of one or two
play productions a year to be
the work of students.

’rickets may be obtained from
Montalto music. committee. Box
15s, Saratoga, sir by lelephonInt.: El.1400 4-1905, Elrgasto 41136 or UN on 7-9209.

PAW MIlYIN
I HE BROKEN LAND
Kent Taylor

Etrifisirr’lI’

Another stage "deception" is
the room’s walls, which are not
made of wood as the yappear to
be. Rather, the walls are paintod sheets of muslin stretched
ter batten
frames, with windows and doors in the appropriate places.
Stage settings for "Chalk Garden was made in approximately
four weeks by the 50 students
enrolled in the play production
classes Johnson teat-hen,

The sisters have played engagements in Canada and Europe and aress ell known Mr their
apiwarances in New York and
he San Francisca, bay vs 1551. Selections from both the classic
and contemporary fields Will be
included in the recital.

WRIAMHOIDFN CAUTONWEBB
SATAN
NEVER
SLEEPS
,t {,OY

o_at,nd

ling is extreme realism, the
drama professor said. It is similar to the "average television or
movie production."
Setting for the eurient SJS
production is a sitting room to
the country manor of a family
of position in Sussex, England.
Wide French windows open onto
a "vast" garden, which can be
seen by the audience.
An obviously long stairway is
seen by the audience from a wide
doorway leading MY from the
sitting room on the stage’s left.
A huge entry and hall appeals
to lead off from the same doorway.
In actuality, the gaiden consists of two lawn chairs and a
few real shrubs. The stairway
is about 12 steps long and the
i.hstillil
y
consists of a single back

By DRU

P001111.11
*inn ,
Jr

expel ience with the type of vulture the play is concerned with,
Johnson said.
The particular style of a play’s
director also enters into the design of the setting. Whether the
stage setting is realistic or abstract depends largely upon the
director’s interpretation of the
play.
To design the setting of
"Chalk Garden." Johnson drew
upon research on and personal
experience with English social
life.
Style of "Chalk Garden’s" set -

72 S. FIRST ST.

CY 7-0920

FREE PARKING --- Second Sherd Entrance
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NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
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Frosh Spikers Battle
Tough Cal Saturday
s
e
: i
1.
trial:sit. a juurney to the UniverI. .4 California Saturday for a
1 1. to. mem with a toegh (’al
m’.ttv
fe.:Itelim have

SJS Swimmers
To Meet Tigers
,
be alter their 24th straight win
IA hen they meet the L’OP Tigers in
the Spartan peed tomorrow at 3:30
p m.
The San Jose State fre shinen
lust 0 meet to Oakland city col le .c Tuesday when they were tut
seured 65-28.
The freshman used only five
swimmers :mil did II01 compete
in the medley relay, the 220 or
110 freewyle or th e butterfly.

POSITIVELY THE

LOWEST
GAS PRICES
IN TOWN
\II111-1 (III. CO.
mid am! V%jllLipit

By JOHN lit.Nitt
San Jose State heat Chico state
7-6. The freshman basehallers behind a no-hitter by Bob Gillham
beat Campbell high school 9-0.
Chico state took a quick 3-0
lead in the first inning when leadoff hitter Larry Phipps singled to
:eft to open the game. Bill McL’onnell reached first base when
tie tried to sacrifice the runner to
ihtiits I ’elliieitid lee he hi :it

tut tad itsome eutstanding times
, this toil and will give a go:s1
battle to the highly-raied Dear
(rush.
Ilmmger Werflir, t$ho recently set
a scheol freshman reeonl In the
Utah’ vault of 14 feet, will get
tough yonmetltion from Dennis
Peacoeke, one .tf the few pole
vaulter. to clear 14 feet in bigh
,’i
Tne 140 shapes up itrare I..eiween the Sparta.
Middleton, who turned
tclay lap in last week’s track tini. against Moffett field and the Al
meda coast guard, and Daye Arc:
ibald, who turned in a 17.9 in Cal s
meet with Fresno city college and
College of Marin last week.
The SJS frosh mile relay learn
which turned in ti fast 325.2 elocking lain week, will have its hint)full with the C’al frosh %% Melt iv.,
a 3:19 time.
California shouldn’t have any
trouble with sIts in the diseus
mmiii shol put. Cal’s Don C111.10be:11rPd the shot 52 feet I: inch
and then tossed the discus 159
I et 4 Metes: In last week’s meet.
1411 Carter. who high jump,’
last week for ral. will fins.
ej1.11
who
has
- n Jose’s B.41.

SJS Baseball
Statistics
Through Thursday
Alt 11 RBI
NAME
6
2
11
Lindeman
3
8
21
Takaletshi
4
32 10
:hell
8
..... 29
Fisher
9
0
2
7
Visher
418.01.0 , Ila uer
25
7
4
28
4
7
BLAZING QUARTERFreshman Dwight Middle-ton hits the tape
. 16
2
4
.
pejaice"ngtlea:
m
on the anchor leg of the mile relay te Saturday’s SJS track
9
. 38
action. Middleton, who turns in too .times in every event from
30
7
2
; Ertl
the 100 to the 440, was clocked in 47.9 for the quarter. The
11
6
1
:11:0A1,1:0’rtide
froth defeated both the Spartan varsity and Vandenberg in the
6
1
0
event
7
1
1
Skinner
Romero
15
2
2
16
2
Rosenfeld .
Doak
1
_ 8
Bowers
21
’2
0
13
1
Van Amburg
2
17

lit the ti
it’. eke
hes wh
,M1111111nren."
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MAJOR lEAWE PREVIEW
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ti JOHN TIFICy

INSTANT

The Baltimore It: loies have been
hard by the army draft. They ,
the reserves that cart take
over. however.
The biggest hide left by the
arrny its is at shrutstop. Ron Han-.
i
1..218 I is one of the ti:p shortpa in baseball. His 1’ss will ,
... to he fillcd by Jelly Adair
-:6-1’ a shollsioP who was
it ixherl to second last year. Al,,gh he is no, as good as HanAdair will fill the hole ad.

"EV

cttTak
PANCAKES
&WAFFLES
NOW -- NO REASON
TO SKIP BREAKFAST - -

NO

A refreshing new idea and so
delightfully tasty. Just shake
and pour. Makes up to thirty
scrumptious buttermilk pancakes.

FUSS

NO WASTE
NOTHING TO
ADD

ei
321, 32
92 RBIs with Itrwhestei 1.
al Jackie fitiindt
ding slat in eeniel ti. Ii, F.t, I R.1) i,hito.y.
t hi i. tine
in right.
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Potentially the Orittles have
the finest pitching stall in basestet.. Barber
bail. They will
obo was utraf ter’. How ever, Chuck Estrada ( (1 -9),
Jack fisher 1110-131. and Milt
Pappas (13-9) are strung -armed
hurlers who will help take up
the slaek.

, tat ely.
Jim Gentile (.302, 46 homers,
ind III RBIs) eyes the Birds a
strong first baseman who can be
corn/it’d on for 40 to Si) homers
year.
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It’s Instant with
E -Z LIQUID PANCAKE
& WAFFLE BATTER!
NO MESS

SJS Nine Beats Chico State 7-6;
Frosh Hurler Flings 9-0 No -Hitter

Sizzling Relay Lap

HAMS’

iilered by many lo he the finest best receivers. His 244 baiting
average should improve this seait,
baseman in basehal1
son. Backing hint up is think
The Orioles are looking for a Finks 1.2741 and Charlie Lei
hiz hat for the outfield. Prime t 294 with Vancouver who has
andidate lot the left is John ,notIgh e\tterienee itt handle the

Ask For It
At Your Grocer’s
Today

l’i{I- lilt.114)N:-l’hird Play e.
Ney I : The 1". rail Tigers.

SPACE, MISSILE & JET PROJECTS
AT DOUGLAS
have created outstanding
career opportunities for
SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS
B.S. degrees or better
AAsignments include the following areas:
Heat Transfer -relating to misServo-Mechanisms- relating to
sile and space vehicle structures
all types of control problems
Electronic Systems -relating to
Structures -relating to cyclic
all types of guidance, detection,
loads, temperature effects, and the
control and communications
investigation of new materials,
methods, products, etc.
Propulsion -relating to fluid mechanics, thermodynamics,
Aerodynamics -relating to wind
dynamics, internal aerodynamics
tunnel, research, stability and
Environmental - relating to air
control
conditioning, pressurization and
State Physics -relating to
Solid
oxygen systems
metal surfaces and fatigue
Human Factors -analysis of
Space vehicle and weapon
environment affecting pilot and
system studies -of all types,
space crews, design of cockpit consoles, instrument panels and pilot
involving a vast range of scientific
and engini.oring skills
equipment

Get full information at

INDIVIDUAL ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
with a Douglas representative

Thursday, March 29 & Friday, March 30
’

ST. LOUIS I UPI ) -Rogers
Hoensby. who started his majot
league career with the St. Louis
iC’ardinals and ended it with the
mid St. Louis Browns, won the
National League hafting nit’impionship seven times and I
all-time high of .424 in 1’. ’
a mudern record.

Select now for Faslia

\ hither;

’233 sacrifice and scored on Phipps
.167 sacrifice.
.167
scored two more
.112
tans in the sixth inning when
.125 Ron Caleagno bit a pineh-bit

Herding hone’ able ment
were Bill Verge and Dennis Bat-Yenge and Bates are both junioi
Yonge holding down the go,:
position and Bates playing ti
ward on coach Stu Inman’s
squad
I.
First team selections piaci
Stey’e Gray of St. Mary’s and I i
Warli: k of Pepperdine at the I,
wat (It-. Ed Bent of Loyola tit
let’.. and Ken Stanley of COP
BM) Gaillard of USE at the guat..
St. 0Iary’s scoring leader Siii
Gray
raY and PePPerdine’s Harry
nel were selected as the
iH
nuis’

Father’. Day Card Free catalog
to A illlorlitatioll
zo-

- ,t ,.
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"WORK OF ART"
One bay cereice
caters

Ca6hitiere

Coats

Itir Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

A17’ CLEANERS

-

398 EAST SANTA CLARA

111(.111E’S STEAK HOUSE
Th4, Npartan Rendez’ ous

Great Chow at Low Low Prices
SPECIAL STEAK DINNER
CHICKEN DINNER

$1.25
FREE PARKI1(;
545 South Second St.

DOUR OFTER-SHOVE 1E1011,31H
"Jason, you dolt! You know I use only
Mennen Skin Bracer after suave lotion."
.
.
"Of course, w. And

"I’ve told you [hat Skin Bracer
cools rather than bums.
because it’s made with Menthol k "Quite,
str.
."
.4
..sihtid
nA
"esst3s, that crisp. longlasting brao:r
aroma has a -fantastic effect on it.ire."

-Indeed so. sir. And..."
’Tonight I need Skin Bracer. I’m going to
the Pion,. So take that stuff
away andAet me some Skin Bracer!"

-But sir, this is Skin Bracer. They
pist changed the bottle.
Shall I open it now, sir?"

CHINES: FOOD
TO TAKE OUT
Chinm,e Food to Take Out
Dinners from S1.25
Beef Chow Mein
Sweet & Sour Spareribs
Fried Rice
S. os par additional per r Watch for Bonus Ticket
inside Fortune Cookie.

14,1

bkIrli)1(11:t ’f

M’V

"Free Dinner for One
Cloed on Mondays

148 W. ALMA
(.... See .a,

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.

Iii%itritiu

Swatter

An equal opportunity employer

lie to

0

-4tin Jose State it 1.1..t-hrnatt tennis
art faces the W’rishington high
schtstl squad today at 3 p.m on
the Spartan tennis (.01.111a.
The frosh will then take a break
In Ill next Thiliiclay when they
face San Francisco city college
at San FlarleitiC(1.
-

3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California

y’Ati cannot,

l’I/1" ill 111,,lott.

Chico came back in the top h:,,
’28610f the sixth inning with two run 2801on two hits. Rich Stephens singb,
’250 and Roy Brummett doubled hit:
.230: home,
240
Brummett went to second on

SJS varsity basket
have been named on Ili
West Coast Athletic r
all -league team.

66

Creetisto- Card 4
A

Chien scored a run In the fifth
when Wall was hit by a NIIIlhWrO pitCb.
stole .econd and
was :lei% en in by Serafin’s double
1.,r
that ntade the wonChico state.

Frosh In Net Tilt

Pageola
/lima
Centel,

I AreCtOr,

S. A. Amestoy, Ctaff Assistant to VP Engineering

BA.
.515
381
.31:l
.310 .

Yonge, Bates Earn
WCAC Honorable
Mention Positions
Two
players
1961-62
ference

ter fielder Bob Crocker reached groonsler to ’shot! .111.1
first the same way to load th, ea the error.
bases. Wade Wall sacrificed the
Mark Ilowets vtalkett and
then
fint run home. Mario Serafin both runners scored
on a (10lIble
doubled to drive in two more runs by pinch hitter
Bill Daw,011.
to give Chico a It-0 lead.
Three more tallies in thc. seventh
The Spartan. got one or the gave SJS it One run lead
runs bark iin a walk to Gary they held on to through the ninth.
%lee tuna a double by Lon Ro- The final score was 7-6.
mero the teetaind basennun.
The SJS freshmen heat r
The Spartans scored in the last bell high school as Bob (141h:up
half of the fourth when Bob threw a no-hitter. Gilligan snuck
Pimentel singled and FA Dangers out nine batters and walked nem
, The frosh
/Wain" I
!erred him at second.
Gatlit
I high school today at
1’i p
at
With Dangers on first and Vie
Sparlan
’it
Molinero the hatter Dangers stol.
ce.02C86000:0"..0:0’
second base. Molinero grounded
I short but Phipps baubled the bi,].
allowing Dangers to score.

COOCOE.
00Ct.
Mennen Shin tracer eveilabl

293-3192
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Spartan, Bookstore
Ott C.cmpus
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Cal No Threat in Saturday Spikefesti

9!)a

Bo FRED RAGLAND
It
like Saturday’s trian-’
gular track meet at Berkeley between Oregon. San Jose State and
California will be, for all intents
and purposes, a two-way affair between the Ducks and Spartans.
The California Bears, although
possessing some good boys in speSPARTAN DA1LV--5 cific events, don’t figure to have
what it takes to give SJS and
Oregon much trouble when the
action begins at 1 p.m. at Edwards
field.
Gone are the Don Bowdens,
Jerry Sleherto, Jack Vermin%
:Ind Willie Whites that made the
Rears so dangerous in past sca-

sports

Thursday, March 22. 19132

I.

N

Independent League

Hoop Hopefuls Meet

the contending inde- Unruh to discuss details of the
Captain,
pendent league teams meet today independent playoffs slated to
with Intramurals Director Dan start Tuesday and wind up Thursday. Meeting time is 3:30 p.m. in
MG201.
Six of the playoff berths have
been taken. The three A league
berths have been filled by the
Gridtrotters, the Beachcombers
and the Sheiks. The two B league
positions have been grabbed by
the Ventura Rejects and the Rumrunners.
However, in the C league, only
one of the berths is reserved so
far. The undefeated Saints have it.
Newman Nites No. 1 or Lambda
Delta Sigma will take the other
one, depending upon their remaining game results.
The lone D league berth lit yet
to he taken for sure. The Hustlers are undefeated, hut Lad
Manor, which has only lost one
game, meets the former team
tonight in an attempt to knock
It out of first place.
Led by Dave Fleming’s 20 points.
Phi Sigma Kappa trounced Sigma
Phi Epsilon, 65-36, Tuesday night
to remain in the select three teams
which have only one loss in the,
5 Five -Gal. Prizes
fraternity basketball race.
Delta Upsilon, one of the other
two, squeaked by Lambda Chi
Alpha. 38-35, to stay in the runNo Purchase Necessary
ning. Gary Re.ssa got 10 for the
With Presentation of
winners, while the Morris twins,
Student
Body
SJSC
Doug and Dave, got 10 and eight
Card.
respectively to give the DUs a

Sons. California lust doesn’t have
the horses anymore.
’ We are thin and hurting in the
sprints, hurdles and quartermile,"
Bear coach Brutus Hamilton says
of his team. "We had to put a
want ad in the Daily Californian
for sprinters and hurdlers. The
response was good."
California’s main hopes for
points will be shotputter Dave
Maggsrd 157-9 last year) and
Gene Johnson, a 6-8,4 high jumper. 5Iaggard. however, will have
trouble with Oregon’s Dave Steen
who got off a 55-8t, toss Saturday in a meet with Fresno state.
SJS’ Barry Rothman had a toss

Beachcombers
Gridtrotters
Sheiks
Gorgo’s Body Snatchers
AROTC No. 1
Gimlets

of Gas

FREE

B League
Ventura Rejects
Rumrunners
Independents
A.A.
Oden
The Red Hoard
Allen Hailers

Every Week

to
SJSC Students

10

25

How can you loose?
ALSO: Chances on
S1,000 CASH
Every Month.

* 21c CIGARETTES
* DISCOUNT ON OIL
and BATTERIES
* ALL CREDIT CARDS
HONORED
* BLUE CHIP STAMPS

FAIRCHILD
MOHAWK
STATION
935 So. First Street
i5),# fo Safeway)

Only

rough time.
The Phi Sig% and DI’ meet in
their last game of the regular
season. The game will decide
which team will either win the
league of play Theta Chi, the
other team with only one loss,
for the league championship.
That will depend on whether or
not the Tirs drop a game between now and then.
Sigma Chi dropped Delta Sigma
Phi, 45-31, in the only other fraternity game Tuesday. Larry
Brunner got 16 for the Sigs.
The Ventura Rejects beat
den, 58-48. Weldon Hall also
got 24 for high point honors.
Neither the Gridtrotters nor the
Gimlets showed tip for their
scheduled game and both re,
mired forfeit*.
The Gobblers beat the Winged
Feet on a forfeit. Gary Hughes
led the Reed Street Raiders again,
scoring 14 points in that team’s
win over Gregory’s. 31-19.
The all-fraternity league champion will meet the all independent
league champion in a two out of
three series for the all college
championship. April 3 and 4, and
if nec,sg.ary April 5.

44

school days*
left to buy LaTorre!
ISJSC Yearbook)

Greeks
Sports
Independents
Queens
Personalities
with more color than ever before.
A complete history of Campus life
for 1962.
$

6

You can purchase your
LaTorre at the Student$
Affairs Business Office

TH 16

Untit delivery date ok Camp).

W
4
4
4
3
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Two members of the Spartan
golf team will make their dehut
with the starting six today when
the San Jose golf team faces the
University of California squad at
1 p.m. at San Jose country club.
Harlan Krantz and Jack Goetz.
who started off the year s.owly
in challenge play between teammates, have come on strongly in
recent rounds and climbed the
ladder to the top six
Tomorrow, in a return match
with the University of San Francisco. Coaches Wait McPherson
and Jet ry Vroom will start Gene
Miranda, Tom George, Steve
Brown, Krantz, Tom Barber and
Goetz.

COLLEGE BOXING FIRST
NEW YORK (UPI) The University of Pennsylvania defeated
Penn State, four matches to two.
in 1919 in the first dual meet ever
held under the auspices of the InL tercollegite P.oxinv ascri
0
2
2
3
5
6
With

FREE 45 r.p.m. Records
with each Haircut
"We’re open Mon. thru Sat."
Commercial Barbershop
42 B. South jut St., El Paso Court
Appts 1 des,red. CV 3 8804

FREE MILK

EVERY TOP SIRLOIN DINNER

5
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3
2
2
1
1

0
0
3
2
4
3
4

$149
cquitged Redtaurant

W
5
3
2
2
2
2

L
0
2
2
3
3
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5
4
2
2
2
1
0

0
1
3
3
3
4
5

DISCOUNT
per
2‘ & 3‘ gal.

For Only

207 South hit Mreet

C League

Only

Last week’s winners are:
80007 080008
030009 080010
and 080011

Sig Ohlemann (1:521. Other
threats in the event will be Mart
Ziebarth of Cal (151.7) and Spar-tans Jose Azevedo (1.53.2) and
Lynn Peterson 11:53.41.
Oregon’s Keith Forman will
be favored in the two mile, although zisIS’ Jeff Flithback could
give him a battle. Forman, who
has run the distance in under
nine minutes’, was clocked in
9:10.1 last week. Flahhaek was
timed In 9:09.6, his all-time hest,
Saturday.
Spartan Willie Williams should
be the class of the field in the 440
with teammate Bruce McCullough
and Cal’s Jack McKeown. Williams
has been clocked in 48.6 this season, while McCullough has a 49.3
and McKeown a 49.4.

One of the top attractions of the
meet will be the half mile where
Oregon’s Archie San Romani will
be heavily favored to win. San
Romani turned in a blistering
1:49.5 at Fresno, fastest time in
the country this year.
Another top Duck in the 880 is
-

Independent
Standings

25 gal.

es

of 51-9’u last week, his career
best.
Johnson will have to go some
to take his event. :OW Vance
Barnes, who cleared 6-14 last
week in his first compctition of
the ’seaman and went 6-10 In
1960, will he the favorite. The
Ducks, however, have a 6-8
jumper In Terry Llewellyn.

Golfers Face Cal
’At Si Country
Club Today, 1 p.m.

-1 4,
JOSE AZEVEDO, SJS’ Brazilian 880 and mile man, hits the tape
in 1:53.5 in the half mile in Saturday’s Vandenberg meet. Jose
was timed in 1:52.8 for 800 meters, just shy of the Brazilian national record of 1:51.9.

State Judo Tournament
Here Saturday Night
The California state judo championships will he held in the SJS
men’s gym Saturday at 7 p.m.
The tournament will have teams
from all over California represented. Already entered are Seinan
judo club of Los Angeles, the
Hollywood judo club. the Stockton
judo club, the Hayward judo club
and a team from the Gardena judo
club.
Local teams entered include:
the University of California judo
team, the South San Francisco
judo club, the San Francisco
Judo club, the Palo Alto judo
club. Piutifie judo club of San
Jose. the San Jose Buddhists
and hvo teams from SJS.
Defending champion is the San
Francisco judo club. Their chief
competition will come from the
Spartans, recent winners of both
the junior and senior Pacific AAU
judo championships.
San Francisco judo club is led
by former Spartan Mel Augustine,
a fourth-degree black belt holder.
Each team will enter five men
in the competition regardless of
weight.
Points are scored for a team
each time one of its members
scores a win. Ten points are
scored for each fail with a point
total of 50 points possible for a
clean sweep.
San Jose State’s first team will
consist of Larry Stuefloten, Lee
Parr, Dave Sawyer, Sanford Alcorn and Warren Minami.
Coach Yoh Uchida hasn’t decided on his second team as yet.
Possible members include Nozuma
lessahi, Raul Petrich, Gilbert
Saihi, Dick Shigemoto, Greg

STATE MEAT
MARKET
ISO E Santa Cr.),
CYpress 2.7726
Tender
STEER LIVER
Center Cut
PORK CHOPS
Skinle,s
WEINERS
Fresh
T-BONE STEAK

82c
th 79c
th 45c
49c

lb

TOP QUALITY

Weaver, Rich Gibson and Gilbert
Soper.
Tickets are $1 and can be purchased from any member of the
judo team or at the door

Saints
Newman Nites No. 1
Lambda Delta Sigma
69ers
Alpha Phi Omega
Beavers
D League
The Hustlers
Lad Manor
Anonymous
I House Five
Question Marks
Newman Nites No. 2
Pink Tubbers

JUST ARRIVED!!
Direct from F
The famous
HELYETT 10-SPEED
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPECIAL
21" to 25- frfne s;:es fully oQuipp.d
for only
Terms
592.59
Trade-las
PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda CV 3-9764

92+ Octane Reg.

100+ Octane Ethyl

Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I00 Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 38;
Castrol
qt. can 50;
qt 19e
100% Eastern Bulk
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
$1.29
package 22;
Cigarettes

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

6th & Keys

10th & Taylor

BARITEAUS’
Dry Cleaners and Launderers
(near San Carlos)

318 So. 10th Street

RED TAG DAYS
March 19th -- April 7th

Lowest Prices Offered
for
Sanitone Quality Cleaning
SUITS
DRESSES
COATS
TROUSERS
SPORT COATS
SKIRTS

99c
each

pleated and forma"

59‘

SWEATERS

each

SHIRTS

4 for

80‘

REMEMBER OUR CLEAN ONLY SPECIAL
at

Four lbs. for $1.00

or

Eight lbs. for $1.90

Available Every Day

Mow

is M.irsdi 22. 1962
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’Inept Leadership, Apathy’
Cited as Cause of ISO Fizzle
ing the office of the foreign stuits instsit. I S1,11
Inter- dent’s adviser in promoting easier
What has becon
!social and cultural adjustment of
national Students tin.i.inoiation?
"ISO is in existence but not international students was also
functioning," according to Efraim delegated to the ore,anization.
Gugel. public relations chairman
"ISO has neither the structure
for the organization.
nor the personnel to handle such
Gugel, a recent delegate to the ;affairs." Gugel asserted.
Model United Nations from Israel.
"Fortunately, the newly procited student apathy, lack of coposed Inter-cultural Council (ICC,
operation among members, podesigned specifically to manap
litical strife, and inept leadership
inter-cultural affairs, Ls going 1.
as reasons why ISO has collapsed.1
leave ISO as solely a social ot.
In addition. ISO, which is basicganization" the robust Israeli rs
ally a social organization. was I
marked.
functioning beyond its original inGugel hopes that American and
tentions. "Everything concerning
foreign students was dumped on European students, as well a,
last semester ISO wa,
Asian
ISO," Gugel stated.
Last semester ISO was request- composed almost entirely of Asiar
ed to sponsor International Day, students), will aid in revivinr
which is actually an "intercultural! what he describes as "a most
worthwhile organizur
cf
7Lffa

REDUCED PRICES
ON

DAYSTROMIHEATH
COMPONENTS k ND

STEREO HI-F! KITS
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 8-1212

TIRES
SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALIGNING
PRECISION BRAKE ADJUSTING
QUALITY RECAPPING

CY 7-9111
a

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
70 PLACE AN AD:
Cell a+ Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Ordrs

FOR SALE
14 .05 Arep speaker enclosure
CI,U..6
298 6135
Woman’s blooding Madras r
$4.25. Men s She, any
’-512.00 veue tor SE
1.-rd sh rs-short r,r
or, ere r 2 fr $3.25 Berry Boyer Ca,.
I,:

St. CY 8-0433.

Slingerland whits pearl drums, ,:rrba
ha.dwarn & -.ases. $250 CY 5-8462.

Honorary Society
Presents Awards
To 3 K -P Majors

A relatively recent addition to
the many services offered by the
Spartan bookstore is that of a
notary public, according to manager Harry Wineroth.
Wineroth, who listed more than
half a dozen extra services available to both students and faculty,
said that Edith Antadeo, member
of the bookstore staff, has been a
notary since November, 1961, and
is the only notary public on
campus.
Mrs. Amadeo explained that a

notary is essentially a witness for
the state of California and, in effect, makes legal documents legal.
VARIED EXPERIENCE
She said that since assuming notary public tasks at SJS, she has

PREVENTIVE MAJOR
Wineroth
stressed,
however,
that the plain-clothes men serve
mainly as a preventive measure.
He said that numerous signs notifying students of the presence of
plain-clothes men are designed to
discourage any shop-lifting
thoughts.

Lyke Soon
On Stands
The spring issue of Lyke, SJS
feature magazine, will go on sale
Wednesday, March 28, according
to Public Relations Director Dave
Bellak.
Magazines will be available from
7 a.m.-3 p.m. at the Spartan bookstore, cafeteria, Women’s gym and
the library. Copies will be priced
at 35 cents.
Bellak announced that the Lyke
spt ling edition will feature a pseudosociological survey of the cafeteria, the traditional Lyke doll,
sports coverage and a serious study
of the parking problem at SJS.
An interview and picture story
of a celebrity in the music world
will also be included.

Phi Upsilon. national hon-.try society for kindergarten-pri.dy majors, gave awards to two
it standing juniors and one senior.
ia(nueline Klingberg received
$150 Isabel 0. MacKenzie
Ii I arsh p award.
Diane Chamberlin was awarded
new $100 Devore-Crumby mescholarship for an outstanding junior member of Delta Phi
Upsilon.
Patricia Ross was named the
outstanding senior in early childhood education and received the
gold plaque and congratulatory
letter from Dr. Lowell Keith of
the Education depaitment. Runnersup in this division were Linda TONIORROW
Yamamoto and Mrs. Jack Bennett.
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Mont.Awards were given at the annual
gomery will interview majors in
Delta Phi Upsilon dessert.
amounting who have either a B.A.
or an MA.
United States Steel corp. will interview industrial, electrical, mechanical, chemical and metallurgical engineering majors for posiTODAY
Math club, speaker, Dr. V. E. tions as production trainees.
Arthur Young and co. will interHoggatt, "A Brief Excursion with
view majors in accounting-those
Fibonacci," TH153, 12:30 p.m.
Student Affiliates American who have an M.A. with either the
Chemical society, meeting, TH20, undergraduate or graduate degree
in accounting.
1:30 p.m.
AWE-IRE, meeting, E103, 2:30 MONDAY
Gilroy Schools (Santa Clara
pm.
Real Estate and Insurance club, county) will interview prospective
tour of Valley Title and movie elementary and high school teach on "Escrow" procedures to follow, era.
Valley Title, 38 N. First St., 7:15
p.m.
Spartan chi, approval of club
constitution TH13, 7:30 p.m.
Women’s lb-creation wean., basketball. WG23, 7 p.m.
Democratic club, election of of-ers, CH166, 3:30 p.m.
Roger Williams forum, speaker,
Griffith
Fsar Away
ills"birrit,Gl Rogeriffit. onWilliams
S. 10th, 12:30 p.m.
DiIta Phi Delta. initiation cere,-. Memorial Chapel, 6:30 p.m.

at least two SJS departments.
Ile said that students in merchandising classes acquire practical experience by setting up displays and doing publicity and promotion work for special sales that
the bookatore sponsors.
Police students, too, use the
bookstore a.s a lab, Wineroth said.
There are usually half a dozen
plain-clothes men stationed In the
store, employing classroom techniques in the detection and apprehension of would-be shoft-lifters.

EDITH AMADEO
... campus notary public

1

San Jose State
%Ise
te.rlt in education, Mrs.
(*anion
W. Graham, suffered hip
and knee
injuries Monday in a
three
collision at the intersection -car
Seventh and Virginia sts., of
san
Jose police reported.
Traveling north on Seventh
g
toward the college, 11413.
Gisituun’s
auto was involved in a
cullaion
with a vehicle driven by Amur
William Smith of San Jose
and
a truck driven by John
Ramon uf
Palo Alto.
The SJS graduate
student was
taken to O’Connor hospital
followMg the 10 a.m. accident, and
later
released after treatment for
bruises.
aNvo passengers in Smith’s
auto
also suffered minor injuries, po.
lice reported.
The accident resulted in major
damage to the Graham intl Smits
cars and minor damage to
the
truck. Smith will be cited
for
violation of right-of-way, Nine
added.

ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

witnessed oaths of allegiance required for students receiving
teaching credentials, verified one
student matriage license and has
even "sworn in" one man entesing the armed services.
Mr. Wineroth said that in addition to the Rainy book services,
the store also makes available to
students limited postal service, a
copying service, paper punch, package -weighing and also serves as
a general information center.
The bookstore, said Wineroth,
also serves as a working lab for

FOR

CALIFORNIA W ATER RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
The State’s unprecedented Water Development
Plan, including world’s largest earth fill dim and
greatest mass movement of water, offers unusual
opportunities in vital long-term programs.

DESIGN
ELECTRICAL

FOR GIFT IDEAS VISIT

ST. JOSEPH’S
SHOP

and

MECHANICAL

Spartaguide

DUNLOP

CLASSIFIEDS

The 1:eL 1 Nt gut Slilall,
tor of Peninsula Covenant
church. Redwood City, will
speak on a "Rational of Christian Faith" today at 11:30
a.m. in Memorial Chapel.
Mr. Small’s talk will be the
first in a weekly series of oncampus lectures sponsored by
the Collegiate Christian fellowship.
Ile will tell of the Christian
faith’s message which leads rational men to knowledge and
aersonal fellowship with God,
,ccording to a Tri-C spokesman.
Mr. Small is the author of
Design for Christian Marage." Ile received his semnary training at Dallas The.
logical seminary and San
ry.
Francisco Theologicii

Spartan Bookstore Offers
New Notary Public Help

Job Interviews

STUDENT DISCOUNT

1

Rev. Small Gives
First Series Talk

Graduate Student
Suffers Iniuries
In 3-Car Collision
A

Features:

Pumping Plants to 100,000 H.P.
Power Plants to 1,200 M.W.
Representatives of Engineering Personnel Serv.ces
will be on camous to interview senior students to
mechanical and electrical engineering on Thursday, March 29, 1962.

RELIGIOUS SUPPLIES,
GIFTS, AND BOOKS
49 W. San Fernando
Phone: 295.2130
Toro doors Gast of St. Joseph’, Church

Contact your placement office for interview arrangements

Lg. hon. apt. ,,r1 & St. James. 4 Co:120.00. Call AN 9-0104.

IOMORROW
Extramural sports. golf, Almaden golf club; for transportation
Mal. will be roommate r ..rePlaros’ed contact Mrs. Alice Reynolds,
17, 1 p.m.
CY 5.9307.
WANTED

Wanted -High school geometry tutor. HESTON IN "DIAMOND HEAD"
CH 32349.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -- AcadeI girl roommate hr vnizancy in apt my Award winner Charlton Hes-med. CY 3-9163.
ton will star in "Diamond Head,"
boy to share turn, house with other col. adapted ft om the novel of a dynasI.27 moo 653 So. I ith.
tic Hawaiian family. The movie
Boy to share iurn. 2 -boy apt. Utilities will be filmed in Thwaii and Hollywood.
-I 540. 643 S. 6th.
Boy to share furn. room. App. K.P. un.,
643 So. 6th.
1 girl 20-30 yrs., to share home wit+ ,
olds-Cupertino area. Day: phone CY 5
8448. Miss Blanco. Eve.: AL 2-9201.
SERVICES

Having dance/ Need a band? Hire
Fore Sal*: Dorm contract. Call Wnbur the
In.aders- astrumental crrr.bo. F,s,t
Whitlori CY 4.6019 Markham Hall and
& slow rumbers. Pieasonable. Jerf CY 7
tea,. -nine and hone number.
Silt c, JIm. CY 3.9307.
’40 Vine’ scooter 150. $200. Call Her an
Term papers, Reports.
Typing-Theses,
Lawson, CY 4-8741, Allen Hall. ilft,
etc. CY 3-0208.
1 p.m.

PERSONALS
’59 Vesp,s, good cond., $185. 948.3191
alter ,0 p.m,
Superfluous hair removed permanently.
--’n RE, 210 So. 1st, CY 4-4499.
Ampex stereo recorder use -t
months Perfect condition.
T...)
Delta Phi: Neo rime do" be sun.
$500. Must sell $350. Stern:
the whoie tower is gone! Sue.
system --two twenty watt no.
n -r1 Carole.
preamplifiers. Moulder Hal
Sue. Marcia and Carol lies Fernmesl
CY 4.2927.
a never enter our clornic.le. Please
’56 Plymouth. Green, 4 -door sedan 1m4rul5te. $500 Al. CY 5-9954 5:30
LOST AND POUND
’59 A. -H. Sprite, hardtop, new tire,
Lost: Calico cat, brownish female. Vi ry 7-7068.
10th, San Frirnando. Reward. CY 5-63,V,
’55 Char. 6. St;cL. $400. Mr. Bradshaw,
HELP WARM - MALI
Ma.hernatics Dept.. or OL 6.7230.
-Pleasant part time work. Salary plus
Ski beets, No. 8. Call Morris,
is, Apply 1153 Linooln, Room 3. 5.30
CY 4-9687.
an r.r 9-00 a.m. Saturday
RINTALS
Help Wasted
$22.50 no. Oriental SJS ...,ciert. K,1
Wantnd fot Day Camp
Cr’ 2.132’
568 leo
r
Rooms for men
ruet KR,$20 A
io $21 mo. 426 So. lth St.
counsellor. Call 356-6116 between,

ALLADIN TRAVEL
173 S 1 st St - CY 2.0302

Now Taking Reservations
for the following:
I/ SUNRISE TOUR TO HAWAII-July 13
9 day tour $272. Personally conducted by Jules of ALLADIN TRAVEL
-with 7 day extension tour to
TAHITI (optional).
- Also ARCTIC ALASKA TOURS
LAUGHLIN ALASKAN TOURS
BOAC HERITAGE TOURS to Europe
LE BEAU’S personally conducted
tours of the Caribbean.
I/ buck’s personally conducted touni
to scenic areas in U.S.A.
1"
V
V
V

V GRAY LINE TOURS U.S.A., Canada,
Mexico.
TRANSPORTATION

ONLY

European Ra,l Passes

.vigegoi
Gwommonommouromm
Tareyton
delivers
the flavor

It

OVAL FILTER DOES

IT/

"Tareyton’s Dual Filter in duas parte: divisa estr
says Julius (Cookie) Quintus, ace javelin man and
B.M.A.C. (Big Man Around Coliseum). "A Tareyton would
even make Mars mellow," says Cookie. "Tareyton’s a rara
avis among cigarettes. It’s one filter cigarette that really
delivers de gustibus. Pick up a pack today and you’ll find
there’s Pliny of pleasure in Tareyton."

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER

PURE WHITE
FILTER

-OUTER

let Air Travel everywhere.
Low Fare Airlines to East and to
Hawaii.
Coast to Coast Trailways Busses with
hostess 4 complimentary snacks en
route

(ha
AC!

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton
41,4.,
4
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